
Please send this form and collected elements you want us to put in your MyMeraki to: 
 
Meraki Bracelets 
Attn: MyMeraki 
1255 Rand Rd 
Des Plaines, IL 60016 
---- 
Name: 
 
Order number (place the order on our site before sending in elements):  
 
Phone number: 
 
Description of pieces you are sending in (what is it and where is it from?): 
 
 
 
Any notes or requests? 
 
 
 
 
--- 
FAQ 
How much should I send in? We do not need much, a safe bet is an equivalent of a spoonful. 
*Keep a little on hand just in case something happens to the shipment coming to us (damage or 
loss)* 
 
How should I package the elements? Put them in a ziplock bag and seal them. We recommend 
sending in a box or padded mailer. If you send in a regular mail envelope it may not make it to 
us in one piece.  
 
Can I send a liquid? No, pieces must be sent in solid and dry, we cannot use any kind of liquids. 
If anything is sent in that needs to dry (ex: mud/wet sand) it may add to the amount of time it 
takes us to finish the bracelet. 
 
What if the piece I send in is bigger than the charm? We will break down the material to fit 
within the charm space. For example, rock that is sent in will be broken down into the 
consistency of sand. We will try and leave pieces as big as possible. If it is bigger than the charm 
and cannot be broken down (ex: metal) then we cannot add it to your bracelet.  
 
How long will it take to make? Once we get your collected pieces it will take us about 1 week 
to finish your bracelet. 
 



Examples of things we CAN do: sand, wood, rock, flower pedals, grass, seeds, dirt, pet fur 
Examples of things we CAN NOT do: metals, liquids, food 
 
*You may not send in anything illegal or something that can pose a threat or cause harm. We 
have the right to deny any elements sent in that do not fit our guidelines. If you are not sure if 
your submitted pieces are acceptable shoot us an email first and we would be happy to 
approve it before it is sent in. Unless requested we will not send back any leftover submitted 
elements and they may be disposed of* 
 
If you have any questions, feel free to shoot us an email to info@merakijourney.com 
Thank you! 


